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At article acceptance

- Once the article is accepted the author receives a link to MyPublication

---

**Important Announcement**

**Dear Author,**

Thank you for publishing with Springer. This message is to let you know that your article

- Article title: Tuning the Lewis Acid Phenol ortho-Prenylation as a Molecular Diversity Tool.
- DOI: 10.1007/s11030-015-9644-9

has gone into production. Before we can send you your proofs, we have to ask you to provide some additional information. Please go to the following website (you may need to copy and paste the URL into your browser): [http://www.springer.com/home?SGWID=0-0-1003-0-0&aid=2047340&checkval=88a2efad28554d75fe74c757b9401b0](http://www.springer.com/home?SGWID=0-0-1003-0-0&aid=2047340&checkval=88a2efad28554d75fe74c757b9401b0)

Please indicate if you would like to:

- order Open Choice, i.e. publish the article as open access. The published version will then become freely available for anyone worldwide in exchange for payment of an open access charge.
- order paper offprints or e-offprints of your article upon issue publication
- order poster of your article with issue cover page, article title and the authorship
- order printing of figures in color in the journal

and to

- transfer the copyright of your article (if you do not order Open Choice)
MyPublication form

- Welcome page with overview of accepted article
MyPublication form

Choose your Affiliation

- The author states his/her affiliation with a UK institution in the entry field.
MyPublication form

Choose your Affiliation II

- If the author states an institution that is part of the institutional agreement with UK – a green box is shown immediately.
- The green box provides further information on the OA agreement.
MyPublication form

Choose your Affiliation III

- Authors can choose to publish their articles open access at no costs for themselves.

Your open access option

By publishing open access, your article will be freely available to everyone worldwide immediately upon publication and the copyright will remain with you. Your benefits for Open Choice are:
- Your article is freely available.
- You retain the copyright.
- Automatic export to PubMed Central.
- Easy compliance with open access mandates.

Or you choose to publish traditionally, non-open access and transfer your copyright to Springer. Please note that this can't be changed later. Your institution recommends that you publish your article as open access.

Yes
I want to publish my article with open access and my institution covers the charge.

No, I want to publish my article traditionally without open access.
Author Approval Service

• After the author completed the MyPublication form the article is available for verification in the Author Approval Tool (AAS)
Author Approval Service

Alert of new article requests

- A notification e-mail is sent for every new verification request

New article for verification available

Dear Approval Manager,

a new article request for verification by Vienna University of Economics and Business (WU) is available.

Article
Reconceptualizing Profit-Orientation in Management: A Karmic View on ‘Return on Investment’ Calculations

DOI
10.1007/s40926-016-0027-9

Please visit
https://www.springer.com/gp/myspringer/article-approval-service
and verify whether the corresponding author is eligible to publish under the Springer Compact agreement.

Thank you and kind regards,

Springer
Overview over article requests

- Clicking on e.g. Open articles on the sideboard it shows a list of all open article requests
Author Approval Service

Overview over article requests

- Clicking on a single open article request to see all details to verify the article

The article / author approval service

Welcome to Springer's article approval service. With this service you are able to authorize articles as to be published with open access without any publication fees at the expense of the authors. Precondition is that the corresponding author of an article can be verified as being affiliated with your institution. Please make sure that your institution is part of a special agreement with Springer on open access publishing. For more information see Springer's open access membership program.

Open Articles

Please verify if the following authors are entitled to publish their articles free of charge by virtue of the agreement between your institution and Springer. Please try to approve or reject pending articles as soon as possible. Delays will have a direct effect on publication date of the article.

- 2015-01-13
  - Ronald Ortner
  - Montanuniversität Leoben
  - Optimal Behavior Is Easier to Learn than the Truth

- 2015-01-10
  - Oskar C. Aszmann
  - Medical University of Vienna
  - Hand Transplantation vs Hand Prosthetics: Pros and Cons
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Identification parameters

- There are different parameters to enable the identification & verification of author, e.g.:
  - Author name
  - Email address
  - IP address
  - Selected institute

Corresponding Author

- Name: Hermann Voglmayr
- Email: hermann.voglmayr@univie.ac.at
- Request date: 2010-01-12
- University: University of Vienna
- Department: Dept. of Systematic and Evolutionary Botany
- Address: Rennweg 14, A-1030, Wien, AUSTRIA
- ORCID: not available

Author Identification Status

- IP address: Universität Wien
- Author email: univie.ac.at
- Selected institute: University of Vienna

Article grants

- FundRef: Austrian Science Fund (AT)
- Grant number: P25970-B16

Article

License: CC BY
Author Approval Service

Identification parameters

- There are different additional parameters providing information on the article, e.g.:
  - Article title
  - Article type
  - Journal title and license
  - DOI
  - Info: APC should state EUR 2,200 – this is a bug we will fix
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Verification of eligibility

- The AAS allows to:
- **Approve**
- **Reject** or
- **Forward** a verification request to another institution within the UK-Springer Compact agreement